
It is agreed and understood that the PROMOTER will provide the following rider in 
full at no cost to the ARTIST. These additional clauses, rider form are an integral part of the 
agreement. Failure to sign and return may render this contract null and void. All 
amendments to this contract must be negociated at rado@demandartists.com
IMPORTANT: Please use '(hedZup - FR)' behind the artist name in all communication 

TECHNICAL RIDER

The PROMOTER agrees to provide for the following technical equipment at no cost to the 
ARTIST:
• 3 x Pioneer CDJ2000 Nexus or higher, connected using an ethernet hub and updated to the 
latest frmware version. Place them closest to the mixer.
• 1 x Technics SL1200 or higher with a needle in perfect condition.
• 1 x Pioneer DJM900 Nexus 2  or 1 x Allen & Heath Xone 92/96
• 2 quality monitor speakers, set up left and right to the DJ at ear level. Volume must be able to
be controlled on the DJ mixer.

PA:
The PROMOTER agrees to provide and pay for a frst class PA system for this 

engagement at no cost to the ARTIST, L Acoustics, D&B, Loud or Funktion One are preferred. All 
necessary crew and operators are to be in attendance throughout the entire duration of the 
ARTISTʼs performance. The PA should be adequated to the size and capacity of the club or 
festival.

LIGHTS:
A professional lighting system adequate to the size and style of the venue and stage is 

required, with a professional light technician following the variations of the DJ set. 

STAGE / DJ BOOTH SET-UP:
Regarding the vinyl turntable, a secure and vibration-free DJ booth is essential to avoid 

any rumble
Please use Isonoe Audio Isolation system on the turntable if the DJ Booth is not ready against it.

HOSPITALITY RIDER
The PROMOTER agrees to provide at their own expense, a quality hotel near the club, a dinner 
before the show or a 30 euros buy-out, the following refreshments before performance :
- 1 bottle of Whisky (Jameson is preferred)
- 1 bottle of Coca Cola
- 1 bottle of Sparkling Water (Perrier is preferred)
- Water 

GUESTLIST
The PROMOTER agrees to provide a minimum of 10 guestlist spots and 2 extra backstage pass 
for the ARTIST.

Date, promoter signature


